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Overwhelming majority of publications on Nonhomogeneous Poisson Process (NHPP) considers just two 

monotonic forms of the NHPP's failure intensity function: the log-linear model the power law model. Krivtsov 

(2015) capitalized on the fact that NHPP's failure intensity formally coincides with the hazard function of the 

underlying lifetime distribution. Therefore, the variety of parametric forms for the hazard functions of 

traditional lifetime distributions could be used as the models for the failure intensity of respective NHPPs. 

Moreover, the hazard function of a mixture of underlying distributions could be used to model the non-

monotonic failure intensity. Statistical estimation of such models reduces to the estimation of the cumulative 

hazard function. Real-world automotive data are used to illustrate the point. Proposed models improve both, 

estimation and extrapolation (forecast) accuracy. 
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Krivtsov’s Ford responsibilities include: reliability analysis of field data and early failure detection procedures; 

probabilistic risk assessment of potential product recalls; statistical forecasting of warranty cost; teaching 

corporate reliability seminars (including Ford of North America, Europe, Mexico, Brazil, and Australia). He 

also serves as a technical liaison of Ford's Automotive Safety Office to the US National Highway Safety 

Administration (NHTSA) on reliability issues.  Most recently, with the emergence of real-time (“big”) data 

from connected vehicle fleets, Krivtsov became involved in research activities on Reliability Condition Based 

Maintenance of vehicle fleets. 


